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ABSTRACT

T!9. So.rt of the report is presentation of final results of thecalibration activity at Bear Lakes caribration site near Moscow.An overview of the calibration activity 
"or.r, ,..i.. of calibration

experiments with ERS_1/2 SAR in l9b5 ana tqqg_ZOOO.
w^e mention two stages of the calibration activitie; with a use ofERS observations at Bear Lakes calibration site. flrst one, in thebeginning of 1995, was devoted to p..ti_iruf studies ofscattering properties ofnewly proposed passive calibration targets- the ground based parabolic ieflector unt"*ur. 

-io." 
results ofthat period of study of the scatterers with various modernization

ofthe structue ofthe focal area have ,t o*n tfr" aooactness ofourapproach to generate calibration target with high radar crosssection. Second one, conducted in D;g_2}Ol,derionstrated hightemporal stability of parabolic antennas, possltiiiiv to broaden
antenna pattem and to control its.polarization properties. Large-59 dBm2 radar cross section in C_band ofnew cltifration targetsallows.to study all the parameters of impulse ,.rpon." function ofSAR signal, though the background signal at tr,.i.rt,rt. is not soweak. The ability to control the poi-arization ffierties of thecalibration target allowed us to conhrm frigf, luriitj"of ERS SARsignal polarization propertres.

l.INTRODACTION

SAR radiometric calibration is a very important stage. supposingand providing highry accurate measurements of ire scatteringproperties ofthe Earth covers. For a single channel the calibrationproblem comes to the relation of the- intensity inio._utio, tonormalized radar cross_section of the ,"ut 
"i"g surface.Radiometric calibration means a comparison of the measurements

obtained with some standard value in il;;"," provide
independence of the measurement ilom measuring instrument andtechnique of measurements. Today,s u.iri.r.."rirln the area ofcalibration techniques and active/passiu" irrtr*.rt, provide theabsolute accuracy of the measurements better than i dB, whatbecome now to be a standard ."qri....rt. Ur. Jipoir, ,urg.owith high and predictable radar cross section o fniii L a rypicalway to measure parameters of SAR signal implrise responsefirnction such as resolution, peak po*"., i"rk to liiJobes ratio,

etc.

In our study we used ground-based parabolic reflector antennas aaca-libration targets at the OKB MEI calibration site.
ERS SAR data obtained under AO3-343 proiect were used forfu
measurements of the scatterers RCS.
The calibration scenario was formed by pointing the requirorlcalibration targets to the satellite u..o.Oirg to it. .pfr"rnoi,
available via Internet. The ERS observationsif-tS9q_ZOOO *.r"made according to the requests under AO3_343 project
1^.j::1,i*:" the tasks p^lanned, the antennas were equipped wirtvanous scatterers in the focal area.

2.1 Desciption of calibration site
The OKB MEI calibration site is located at the distance of l0 kmto the East from Moscow c^ity border (55.51,45,N, 37"57,42,E)-

]1t 
.l,t: ofthe availabitity ofvarious .uiiUrrtioniurglts insralted arrl:.:e:r-srte tiom a very beginning ofthe calibration activiries arOKB MEI in early 1990. (see FigLe 1), uff tf,. utt."t o, was puto the study of large parabolic unt.*ur, fr*i"g +.S m size indiameter. An important feature of the set of anterinas used is thatthey are located in the comers of rectangular olu"gi. with 50 mlegs (numbers 4,5,6 on the Figure. 1) A;*.di;;;the existingrequirements to calibration targets in ERS SAR;; the distancebetween them seems to be too small in the case of simultaneous

use.

2.2 ERS SAR data used
ERS-I PRI images from the observations of the year 1995 wereprocessed according to the peak method for'denvation ofcalibration target radar cross section o as follows:

o= DNz sin(cr) P-

K sinffi* *'" *Po' 
{t)

where amplitude digital value DN goes from interpolated pRI
image, K- calibration constant, cr _ local incidence angle, oq", _image reference incidence angle, po _ ERa_i i,";g;;"ih.u po*.r,P.6- reference replica power, p" ind po _ size Jfresolution cell
l_r] llmuttr and ground range, equal to 12.5 m in the case of pRI
lmage.
For ERS.-2 SLCI images, used in a series of the years 1999_2000
observations, we used the next expression [3]:

IellRj
o= r riolo.;"'161.:", 

*Pu *P,r.' (2)
2. METHODOLOGY
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where I, -integrated power in the mainlobe, K- calibration
constant, R - slant range till image pixel, Rrer - reference slant
range, d1e;- two way elevation antenna pattern, 0 - pixel look
angle relative to electrical axis of antenna, po - pixel spacing in
azimuth, equal to 3.97 m on SLCI image, p.p - pixel spacing in
slant range, equal to 7.904 m.
Use of correct formula (2) allowed us to get - 4 dB higher RCS
values then that we reported earlier.

N

t

E

1 , 2, 3 = 2.5 meter perabola
4,5 E = 4.8 rnBter parabola
9. 10 = 1.5 meter r:orner
7 I = [J.75 and [.55 rneter

tl0rner

Figure I. Calibration scenario at Bear Lakes calibration site

Z3 C alibration s c en ari o
Drring the experiment of 1995 among the main tasks was study ofqttering properties of the antennas of various type. For that
reason the construction of focal area of large parabolic antefflas
ras modified - one of them, N6, had conducting sphere in focal
re4 another one, N5, - had a logoperiodic structure. An example
mge of the antenna used as a calibration target is presented on a
Figure 2. The location of the calibration test site within the ERS
seDe was varying without any preliminary plans.
h studies of 1999-2000 a specific schedule of ERS calibration
observations was chosen. In order to reduce influence of
rriations of antenna pattem onto measurements we have planned
e series of observations in repeated hacks geometry. Two
imerleaved series were used - with track numbers 207 and, 429.
The calibration scenarios at the Bear Lakes test site in 1999_2000
vere based on a use of 3 passive calibration targets - large
puabolic antennas of 4.8 m in diameter, located at the comers of
the rectangular triangle with 50 m legs. The target N6 was an
atenna with a conducting disc 0.5 m in diameter, located in the
6cal area. It was set in practically every SAR session and served
s reference target allowing to monitor possible variatlons of RCS
tocause ofonboard SAR instability and signal propagation media.
One of the most impressing features of such a modemization is an
increase of the antenna pattern till 100 in C-band. The target N4
ras antenna adapted for a use by ERS ground station, being under
esting at Bear Lakes test site in 1998-1999. It gave us good

chance to analyze stability ofregular receiving station antenna as
a reference target for calibration studies.
The target N5, shown on a Figure 2, was at antenna usually
equipped with diffraction grid in focal area.

Figure 2. Large antenna (target N5) with a grid in focal area

The axial rotation of the diffraction grid allowed us to control
angle between polaization plane of arriving electromagnetic
plane and direction of the metal wires composing the grid

3. RESULTS

General conclusion obtained from long-term series of calibration
test shows, that the calibration targets have high and stable RCS
as well as other promising properties.

3.1 Calibration campaign of1995
First experiment on the study of scattering properties of the
antennas of various type with a use of spacebome SAR
observations was made in January-March 1995. The RCS values
were measured on ERS-I SAR PRI images for antenna N6 with
conducting sphere in focal area and N5, - with logoperiodic
structure. The results are presented in Table L
According to [1], two main reasons might explain so serious
deviations of the RCS values obtained from theoretical value of
58 dBm2. First of all, it is high sensitivity to the pointing accuracy
of the antenna with such a nalrow antenna pattern. An estimations
show, that 0.150 depointing of the antenna leads to 0.5 dB
decrease in RCS. Another significant factor is that a peak value
method have been.used to derive RCS values from the ERS SAR
data.
The main achievement of the calibration activity was experimental
study of the scattering properties of various passive targets and
generation of the targets with large -50 dBm2 cross section in C-
band on the base ofparabolic reflectors 4.8 m in diameter.

Table I. The observation results ofcalibration campaign in 1995

Date ofobservation Target No RCS(dBm2)
060295 6 50.94
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lt029s 6 4q.88
030395 6 46.04
060295 5 47.08
26029s 5 47.50

3.2 Calibration campaign of 1999-2000
3.2.1 Stability of the measuren ents
Most of the results on the stability of the measurements were
obtained from measurements of the RCS of antenna with disk in
focal area on 1.5 years ofobservations in 1999-2000. As it was
mentioned before, two series of observations in repeated tracks
geometry with two interleaved series were used with track
numbers 207 and 429. From a total number of 25 observations we
excluded 4 ones, made at heavy meteorological conditions and
wrong calibration targets pointing. The observation conditions for
2l experiment in the period 1999-2000 with approximate values
of ERS SAR elevation angles and SAR look angle with respect to
antenna electrical axis are presented in Table II.

Table II Observation conditions and RCS for a period 1999-2OOO

Date of
observation

Frame
number

ERS e1e-

vation. dep
SAR look
ansle. deo

RCS
N5.d

300399 207 64 l 59.08
230599 479 67 0 59.04
080699 207 64 3 59.1 1

270699 479 67 0 58.96
t30799 207 64 J 59.03
050999 479 67 0 59.08
210999 207 64 J 59.03
301 199 207 64 J 58.91
191299 479 67 0 58.96
270200 479 67 0 58.06
140300 207 64 J 59.12
020400 479 67 0 58.1 8
180400 207 64 3 s9.02
070500 479 67 0 s7.77
230500 207 64 J 58.95
I 10600 479 67 0 57.82
270600 207 64 3 59.03
160700 479 67 (, 58.05
050900 207 64 J 59.09
240900 479 67 0 58.9
291000 479 67 0 57.8

Egg E EAggEE E EEEE EE EE gH

Figure 3. Plot of antenna N6 RCS measurements for entire period
of observations in 1 999-2000

Figures 4 and 5.
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For tracks numbers 479 calibration target was lying near pixel
1800 in SLCI image - almost in the middle of scene and a middle
of SAR antenna pattem, the ERS satellite elevation angle was 67
degrees. For tracks numbers 207 the target was lying near pixel
4000 on the SLCI image - closer to the edge of scene and the
edge of SAR antenna pattern, the ERS satellite elevation angle
was 64 degrees.
Plot of the measurements is presented on the Figure 3.
For entire set of 21 measurement from the table mean RCS value
is 58.7 dBm2 with standard deviation 0.5.
The measurements show, that there is a stage of observations,
when since end of February 2000 there were oscillations of
antenna RCS values between frames 207 and 479. In order to
analyze RCS behavior for separate observation conditions we
have split the series of measurements and presented them on

Figure 4. Plot of antenna N6 RCS measurements for entire period
of observations made on the track207

We have to mention, that the stability of RCS values is
determined by stability ofour calibration target as well as stability
of ERS SAR instrument and propagation media. Using 10
measurements made on track 207 and plotted on Figure 4, we
have RCS mean value 59.04 dBm2 with standard deviation 0.064.
The situation is totally different on the track 479, see Figure 5.

Figure 5. Plot of antenna N6 RCS measurements for entire period
of observations made on thetrack4Tg

As we can see, since February 27,2000, there is systematic I dB
shift in this subseries of the calibration target RCS measurements,
which seriously spoils the statistics. An explanation of the
phenomenon observed may be in the problems with ERS_2
attitude since end of February 2000, what 1ed to an inaccurate
SAR antenna pointing and subsequent wrong correction of SAR
antenna pattern on the SLCI image.
If we add first four measurements from Figure 4 to the set from
Figure 3, we get the next plot of 14 numbers, presented on the

6
ds

5C

(,t6tlto EEEEEE
G6
E!

ii;iii
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Figure 5. For the numbers mentioned we have RCS mean value

59.03 dBm2 with standard deviation 0.062.

o

Figure 6. Plot of antenna N6 RCS measurements for the entire

period ofobservations made on the track 207 together with subset

of observations on track 47 9

From here we can conclude, that the stability of RCS is very high,

better then that reported for the corner reflectors and ESA active

radar calibrators. One of the reasons of high and stable RCS of
antenna N6 was the fact that it had wide -100 antenna pattern

because ofinsertion of0.5 m disc in focal area.

We can confirm also the same outstanding stability of ERS SAR,

if not speaking about period since March 2000.

As for the antenna ofregular receiving station as reference target,

we can say, that narrow antenna pattern requires high pointing

accuracy. Our 10 estimations of the RCS of ERS receiving station

at Bear Lakes, usually pointed to the satellite also, presented on

the Figure 7, show mean value 55.9 dBm2 and standard deviation

0.45. We can see monotonous trends in the measurements, what

may be explained by antenna pointing errors. Also average RCS

ofreceiving station is 3 dB lower.

55 0 t 7 3 { J 6 ? I9lS
Figure 7. Plot of RCS measurements ior a subset of observations
fiom Figure 6 for antenna of ERS receiving station (target N4) at

the Bear Lakes calibration site

3. 2. 2 Po larizatio n studi es

Another topic investigated in the series of calibration
measurements of the year 1999 was scattering properties of the

antenna with diftaction grid in a focal area. An insertion of the

scatterer into the focal area modifies scattering matrix of the

antenna. In the case of a disc it will be proportional to that of
sphere. Antenna with difhaction grid acts as a dipole, so the

cross-section at co-polarized mode xx will be:

orr = o^u*Qos{ 0, (3)
and at cross-polaizedmode ry:

o*y = oln* cos2 0sin2 0, ()

where 0 - angle between the grid orientation and signal-
polarization plane.

Prior to the experiments the polarization properties of the

diffraction grid with dielectric layer were tested in laboratory. The

attenuation of the signal with linear polarization travelling from
receiver to transmitter via the grid was measured at different
orientation of the grid. The -20 dB variations of the signal

attenuation as a function of the orientation angle 0 were obtained

in the laboratory conditions.
In order to compensate possible instability of ERS-2 SAR and

propagating media, the scattering properties of the antenna with a

grid are presented in the Table III related to the target N6.

Table IIL Relative RCS level of the target N5 with dielectric
layer, dB

Date of
observation

RCSNs-RCSNe t01g cosa0 0

990817 0.4 0 00

990921 -16.4 90'

99 010 -5.7 -6 45u

99 tt4 -t.4 1.38 22.5u

99 130 -16.7 -16.7 67 _5u

99 219 -5.7 -6 -45u

Comparing the measured values of RCS decrease with theoretical

model in a form of cosa101, we can see good agreement of the

values with theory except for the orthogonal case, when instead of
-20 dB decrease predicted in literature and confirmed in ground

measurements, we have only -16.7 dB.
We can assume 0.4 dBm2 excess of the measurements over the

model because of higher RCS* of the target N6 compared to
target N5. From experiments of270200, 140300, 020400 we got

the unwanted level of the backscatter at orthogonal orientation to

be as high as -10 + -14 dB depending on the media type ofthe
grid layer.
Final results on the level of unwanted backscatter from the grid
without layer were obtained in tests of 050900 and 291000, see

Table IV.

Table IV. Relative RCS levels of a target N5 having grid without
layer, dB

Date of
observation

RCSN5'RCSN6 l0lg cosaO e

050900 -28.42 90'
291000 -26.83 g0u

We have shown also, that the cross-section of the antenna could
be controlled by the orientation ofthe diffraction grid with respect

to ERS-2 polarization plane in the range from 0 dB till -28 dB.
The results are in good agreement with theoretical predictions and

laboratory measurements.

An interesting feature discovered here is that for the orientation
angles t450 we got practically the same values of the calibration
target RCS, what characterizes also good linearity of ERS W
polarization.
The study conducted with a use of ERS SAR data confirms high
stability of the parabolic antennas and the possibility to control
antenna RCS for a single polarization SAR system via control of

dB

59

IgE
period

period

1S

stability
t0

4, we
o.064.

5.

1dB
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the polarization plane ofthe backscattered signal.

3.2.j Sndy ofthc Width of the Antenna pattern
Study ofthe width ofthe antenna pattem was conducted during
the year 2000 on the dates mentioned in the Table V. In this
experiment antennas N5 aad N6 were equipped with similar

cozductin€ dttc,r. Ihree apperrows in tho lable clnespund t0 tle
observations with the same pointing conditions made in order to
check the relative stability of the scatterers. In the next ones, on
160700 and 200800, antenna N6 was depointed at the angle p50
and 100 in elevation angle.
The depointing ofthe antenna N6 at the angles 50 and 100 1ed to
1.84 and 39.1 dB decrease in RCS. Comparing the measurements
with theoretical estimations of the pattern for 4.g m antenna with
0.5 m disc in focal area, presented on Figure g, we can see, that an
increase ofthe pattem width has p1ace.

Y,d*g

Figure 8. Modeling results of the antenna pattern with a disc in
focal area (so1id line) and measurements (star)

During the experiment on 270600 the insensibility of the antenna
RCS to the moisture conditions was checked also. Few minutes
before the ERS SAR session the mirror of antenna N5, equipped
with a disc also, was moistened by a fresh water. There ii- no
serious deviation (about 0.3 dB) in the RCS of antenna N5
according to the number in the third row of the Table V.
Table V. Antenna RCS values, rtRm2, in a study of pattem width

diflraction grid in the antenna focal area a11ows to control the
RCS level for a single polarization SAR system and to obtain new
polarization properties of the entire scatterer, which may be of
high interest for the polarimetric calibration of the prospective
SAR systems. High stability of the proposed calibration iargets
based on the large antennas may be ofhigh interest for calibration

of comng SAR russtbns bot/t wtt stltgle polai4atton atd
multiple polarizations, like as ENVISAT. The calibration rargets
proposed might be useful for intercalibration of ERS_2 and
ENVISAT also during simultaneous operation of the satellites in
space.
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Date ofobservation RCSN6- RCS*,. Y, dee
070500 0.09 0
230s00 0.14 0
270600 0.3 0
160700 -1.84 5
200800 -39.1 10

4. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed passive calibration targets on the base of parabolic
antennas with 4.8 m mirror were shown to have large _59 dBm2
and stable -0.06 dBm2 radar cross section:.Both the antennas with
a disc in focal area and regular antenna of the receiving station
may be used as stable calibration targets, though the requirements
to the.pointing accuracy ofthe antenra ofregul"ar receiving station
are significantly higher. An insertion oi a conducting disc
increases the width of the antenna pattem. An insertion of the
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